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14
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★★★★★

4.8

Write a Review

Ask a Question

Behind every ﬂuﬀy mattress is a strong frame, and this is one of
our sturdiest. Plus, assembly is a snap.

Mattresses sold separately

$151
Starting at $15/mo with 
. Prequalify now
Size Queen
Twin

Twin XL

Full

Queen

King

Notify when available


PIN IT



SHARE

 TWEET

Product Specifications
Materials, dimensions, weight and more.
Assembly Instructions

Frequently Asked Questions
Learn More

Is the SmartBase easy to take apart and move with?
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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What is the diﬀerence between the Deluxe, Elite and Premium SmartBase?
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

Can I attach a headboard and a footboard to my SmartBase?

Free Shipping
We'll ship your new mattress for free. Our friends at
FedEx will make sure it gets to you. See, easy AND
awesome.

100-Night Trial
Sleeping is believing. So, we're giving you 100 risk-free
nights to try out any Zinus mattress.

https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

5-Year Warranty
We've got your back. That's why every Zinus bed, base
and mattress topper is covered by a 5-year limited
warranty.

Customer Reviews
Share your thoughts with other customers!

Reviews

WRITE A REVIEW

1–5 of 93 Reviews

★★★★★

Sort by: Highest to Lowest Rating ▼

≡

Zack · 7 days ago

Easy set up

Really easy to set up for even just one person. Really comfortable too.
Going to get another one so we can get rid of all the box springs in the
house!
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 0

No · 0

Report

https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean.
Sleep
Comfier.
★★★★★
Mario
N · 16
days ago25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

Stable, secure, worth every penny

Very sturdy, easy to set up, secure...I have a memory foam bed and it
feels wonderful! Added bonus of the additional storage underneath, very
satisﬁed with this purchase!
What is your primary sleep position? Belly down
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 0

No · 0

Report

Anonymous · 2 months ago

Nice.

Nice, sturdy platform.
What is your primary sleep position? I'm not really picky!
Preferred bedtime snack... none
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 0

No · 0

Report

DCrawford · 2 months ago

Quality and solid

Very solid and quiet!. I love the hight of the base for the storage.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
No · 0
Report
Helpful? Yes · 0

★★★★★

SHOP NOW

Anonymous · 2 months ago

Base

Very sturdy, well designed, easy to put together
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... Chips
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Working
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 0

No · 0

Report

1–5 of 93 Reviews
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5-Year Warranty
We've got your back. That's why every Zinus bed, base
and mattress topper is covered by a 5-year limited
warranty.

Customer Reviews
Share your thoughts with other customers!

Reviews
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6–35 of 93 Reviews

★★★★★
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≡

lalw · 3 months ago

Excellent sturdy frame with storage.

The frame is very sturdy and the under the bed storage is key when you
are in a small apartment with limited closet space. I do not have a box
spring and you don’t need one.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 0

No · 0

Report

https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean.
Sleep
★★★★★
West
TwinComfier.
· 3 months25%
ago off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

Best Bed Frame period

I bought a king size frame in 2018 and have been completely satisﬁed
with the craftsmanship and ease of taking apart for a move. Recently
bought a second king size for the cabin. Highly recommend, no squeaks,
I also recommend the bed skirt very nice.
What is your primary sleep position? I'm not really picky!
Preferred bedtime snack... None
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Working
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 1

No · 1

Report

DDee · 5 months ago

End of the Sleepwalker

I purchased the mattress for the bedroom my grandsons occupy each
weekend. The youngest was a sleepwalker, but no more!
They hardly move all night!
What is your primary sleep position? I'm not really picky!
Preferred bedtime snack... Hot Green Tea
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 0

No · 1

Report

Anonymous · 6 months ago

Works as advertised

? Help
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My 15
year son
who
has autism
consistently
wentFoam
through
box springs
Sleep
Clean.
Sleep
Comfier.
25% has
off Copper
Memory
Toppers.
SHOP NOW
every six months for the past several years, he is hard on beds. To date,
the Zinus frame has held up to his abuse and we are happy to have found
this item.
What is your primary sleep position? I'm not really picky!
Preferred bedtime snack... none
When I'm not sleeping I'm... I'm on my iPad
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 1

Report

Manny the happy sleeper · 7 months ago

Simple, Eﬀective, and Amazing

I never knew a product like this existed until a friend told me about it
when I moved to a new apartment. I trusted her recommendation and I'm
very happy that I did. The assembly took me about 20 minutes (I moved
slowly so that I would get it right the ﬁrst time). If I rushed I would have
assembled this in 10 minutes. No tools needed. It is very strong and
stable; and I am very happy with this platform. I would deﬁnitely buy
another one and highly recommend this product.
For those wondering how big the box is, it's smaller than you would
expect because the platform comes in 2 main pieces, and each main
piece comes folded, so you won't have to worry about getting the box
around tight corners. The box is a bit heavy and bulky, so unless you are
a very strong person with long arms, you'll need help to move the box
around.
What is your primary sleep position? I'm not really picky!
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 4

No · 0

Report

https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean.
Sleep
Comfier.
25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
★★★★★
Alex
Ocean
· a year ago

SHOP NOW

Why did I wait so long

I waiting and looked, and weighed the options and then waited some
more. I must have had this bed frame on my saved list for 2 years now.
That was 2 years down the drain, let me tell you. Don't wait, buy it. BUY
IT!!! The set up was a dream. It was easy to unfold and secure the screws.
I managed it on my own and we bought the king frame. We used a antiskid rug mat underneath and the mattress stays put.
Our old mattress that was giving us ﬁts, feels like a newer mattress again
(let's not kid ourselves, it didn't feel brand new but it was 1000 times
better than the boxspring on the ﬂoor)
I'm a large person, 6ft and typically weigh in the upper 200s. There was
not a single sound from this frame and we've been enthusiastically
testing it out each night.
Buy the frame already, you won't regret it.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... ;)
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 19

No · 1

Report

Redunicorn · a year ago

Unicorn ﬁnally found the perfect cloud

I have not been able to sleep on my back since I gave birth to my ﬁrst son
and now I can sleep on my back wake up on my back and never want to
get out of the bed because it is so comfortable
What is your primary sleep position? Flat on my back
Preferred bedtime snack... Pickles

? Help

When I'm not sleeping I'm... Relaxing in the bed with my boys
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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✔ Yes, I recommend this product.
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 4

No · 1

SHOP NOW

Report

Diane traveling · a year ago

Easy Street!

I loved how the frame just opened up and the connectors slid so easily
into place and I was ﬁnished in a short 10 minutes.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... nothing - I don't eat in bed!
When I'm not sleeping I'm... sewing, reading and watching tv
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 5

No · 3

Report

Sarah beach · a year ago

Such a comfortable sleep at a bargain price

Two years in, and I’m loving my mattress. Is is so comfortable and retains
its shape. I also have a headboard and recently bought the coordinating
14” base. It is really sturdy. No more squeaky bed for me!
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... Whiskey
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Working and mom-ing
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 5

No · 1

Report

? Help
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★★★★★
429freckles
· a year ago
Sleep Clean.
Sleep Comfier.
25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

Extreme Comfort

I bought this Zinus twin size bed frame for my son(s) after having bought
one for myself in a queen size. This is the 4th one my family has bought
this year. I can’t say enough about the excellent customer service! One
frame came to us bent but was replaced super fast! From time of
reporting to new, perfect bed in hand was 5 days. You can’t beat that!
Everyone in my household loves their bed frames! They are sturdy. They
don’t squeak. They provide perfect support for memory foam mattresses.
One slight adjustment was with us — you can’t plop down on this bed
without expecting the mattress to shift (slide) on you a tad. But, we’ve
adjusted to that possibility & it’s not a problem once you become
adjusted & aware of the way you enter & exit the bed. I’m loving our Zinus
purchases! We ALL ate. Thank you Zinus!!

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 6

No · 0

Report

Sleeping On A Claud · a year ago

Yes!

After a ton of research, I'm happy that we chose this frame! My boyfriend
and I are both on the bigger side and I was afraid that any other frame
wouldn't support the weight, or our roughness, if you get my drift. It's
been two weeks since we setup the frame. I was worried that it'd take half
an hour, as one review had mentioned, but it only took a few minutes and
it was so easy! Deﬁnitely satisﬁed!!! Do yourself a favor, get the 10% oﬀ
coupon and pay the extra $20 so you don't have to buy from Amazon.
Shipping was super quick from Zinus and ZERO issues.
What is your primary sleep position? I'm not really picky!
Preferred bedtime snack... Water
When I'm not sleeping I'm... doing homework in bed!
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 15

No · 0

SHOP NOW

Report

Jordan Northern Lights · a year ago

Peter Pan

Magical. No noise and very sturdy and quick setup. I am only a month and
a half in but so far so good!
Preferred bedtime snack... Rice cakes
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Coaching/Playing soccer
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 0

Report

Zooch · a year ago

Well worth it!!!

This frame is well worth the money. Good construction and a snap to put
together. Unfold it, slide some brackets into place, tighten with the wing
nuts provided, and already in place.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... Anything and everything
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Working
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 3

No · 0

Report

jijinuarez · 2 years ago

? Help

Love this bed frame!!!
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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SHOP NOW

It is extremely supportive! Which was a big deal for me, I had purchased a
great mattress but the original frame was not the best... and if you don’t
have good support all the way around... a good nights sleep isn’t going to
be possible.
What is your primary sleep position? I'm not really picky!
Preferred bedtime snack... No snack
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Enjoying how quiet my new bed frame is ;)
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 0

Report

Lin123 · 2 years ago

Our third Elite bedframe

We bought our ﬁrst Elite bedframe April 2017. We then bought an Elite
twin bedframe Feb 2018. And now, today, we just got done setting up our
third, an Elite Queen, in our guest room. (Set-up is easy peasy, by the
way)
We ordered this heavy duty style frame each time, not that we’d reach
their generous weight limit, but we wanted a very sturdy frame with no
squeaks — and this one deﬁnitely ﬁt the bill! The underbed storage
possibilities are priceless—so important in our small home.
The ﬁrst two were purchased via Amazon Prime, and this last one directly
from Zinus. No issues with either venue.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 2

No · 0

Report

? Help
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★★★★★
Yellow · 2 years ago
Sleep Clean.
Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

Worth Buying the Bed Frame

The bed frame is sturdy and easy to put together. Shipping was on time.
Simple. No complaints.
What is your primary sleep position? I'm not really picky!
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 1

No · 0

Report

JimboA · 2 years ago

14" Elite solution

The elite bedframe is a solid and quiet platform for my foam mattress. It ﬁt
perfectly inside the wooden side rails of my queen bed frame with head
and foot boards. The elite frame supports the mattress better than the
wooden slats I was using (16 2x4's). Now we're getting a good nights
sleep without noise and movement.
What is your primary sleep position? I'm not really picky!
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 0

Report

Willow · 2 years ago

Awesome Bed Frame

I am sleeping so much better now that we have the Steel Elite SmartBase
Frame.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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✔ Yes, I recommend this product.
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 1

No · 0

SHOP NOW

Report

beejos · 2 years ago

Excellent bed frame

We purchased the King bedframe on a recommendation, and were really
amazed at its quality. Was already expecting it to be good but it exceeded
our expectations and we are very pleased with it. Arrived quickly and was
very easy to assemble. Best bed frame we have ever had (and have had
a few!)
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 5

No · 0

Report

Johnnyjoe · 2 years ago

Young Frankenstein

Nice Firm mattress it decompressed in about 2 hours. No chemical odor.
The bed frame took all of 10 minutes to assemble
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... No snacks after 7:00 pm
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Working
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 2

No · 2

Report

? Help
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★★★★★
Happpy
years ago25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
Sleep Clean.
Sleep· 2Comfier.

SHOP NOW

better than before

I have a queen sized memory foam mattress purchased from Costco,
previously had it on top of a box spring and standard steel frame,
however this is much better in terms of support. The mattress is a bit
lower than before but not by much. Deﬁnitely would buy again. It was
easy to setup, just unfold, cut zip ties, and hand tighten 4 'hand' nuts.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 1

Report

Johnny Sleep Good · 2 years ago

Sleeping again.

My foundation was shot, so I went online to ﬁnd a good one. Zinus keep
popping up. Ok I'm in . I order the king size, it came sooner then I
expected. Mind you I'm on the couch. I put it up in less than 20 minutes,
laid on it, and I'm out like a baby . Best bed investment l ever made. Will
be buying more for the rest of the Family. I would recommend it to
everyone. Heck I'm already doing so! I've ever one at work LOL!
What is your primary sleep position? I'm not really picky!
Preferred bedtime snack... Something sweet.
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Reading
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 7

No · 0

Report

GreatDaneinmybed · 2 years ago

Best use of tax refund ever.
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep
Clean.
Comfier.
25%the
offbow
Copper
Memory
Foam
Toppers.
SHOP NOW
We love
ourSleep
new bed!!
We got
spring
and bed
frame
and
matress. It was light and easy to get up some very narrow and steep
stairs, and very easy to set up. I would 110% recommend Zinus brand to
my friends.
PS; the queen ﬁts two adults, some cats and a great dane very
comfortably!
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... Cereal
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Studying hard
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 5

★★★★★

No · 0

Report

DebbieGraciesMom · 2 years ago

Really nice.

Really impressed with how solid the construction is, and how nicely the
little brackets ﬁt together. Went together so easily too. Best frame of this
type, I've ever had. Will deﬁnitely recommend.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... N/A
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Reading
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 5

No · 0

Report

Benji310 · 2 years ago

The Sleep Operator

? Help
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Sleep
Clean.
Comfier.has
25%
off Copper
Memory
Toppers.
SHOP NOW
I really
loveSleep
this mattress,
helped
me with
all the Foam
little aches
and pains
that are a result of an old spring mattress. I feel bad for Zinus because
this thing practically pays for its self. I am very happy. Zinus ﬁgured it out,
low prices + great product + free and fast shipping = happy customers
and more business.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... Protein bar.
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 4

No · 2

Report

mblopez1981 · 2 years ago

Great bed great price

I feel like im sleeping on a temperpedic
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... Chocolate
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Working
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 5

No · 2

Report

Connie Son · 2 years ago

The Bestest, Most Comfortable Sleep

This mattress is excellent! So comfortable! It’s so comfortable in fact that
we immediately bought two more. The price is outstanding too! We are
very pleased.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other

? Help

Preferred bedtime snack... None
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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When I'm not sleeping I'm... Reading, exercising or working
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 1

No · 0

Report

Dreamez · 2 years ago

1, 2, Zzzzzzzzzz

The bed frame actually arrived sooner than expected and all the
apartment neighbors asked if it was a Christmas present which it actually
was for my son. We tore apart his old wooden bed frame and in a very
short time had his frame piled on with his mattresses and all made-up for
that nights sleep. He now also has storage space under the bed.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... macadanon cookies-water
When I'm not sleeping I'm... working or online gaming
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 4

No · 0

Report

granny 73 · 2 years ago

LOVE, LOVE

i am so pleased with this bed - I got the 12" queen green tea memory. I
am a 73 year old woman and I wake feeling much better in the morning.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... cheese and crackers
When I'm not sleeping I'm... working
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean.
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Yes Sleep
·4
No
·0
Report
Helpful?

★★★★★

SHOP NOW

Pammie Boat Full of Water · 2 years ago

Bye Bye Aches and Pains

I am so surprised how comfortable this mattress is. I was hesitant to
purchase a mattress online, but my son and daughter-in-law encouraged
me to try it after their happy experience. Boy were they right. I can't wait
to get into bed each night. Best support and just an all-around great
mattress. Frame set up was so simple. I couldn't be happier. I just wish I
had more funds so I could replace the other mattresses and frames in our
home.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... None
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Wanting to sleep
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 2

No · 0

Report

6–35 of 93 Reviews
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Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
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(227)

Pressure Relief Euro Top iCoil® Hybrid Queen Mattress
$329 - $375
Experience the comfort of a luxurious night’s rest with our queen Pressure Relief Euro Top, iCoil® Hybrid
mattress. A quilted cover atop soft-as-croissant foam and...

? Help
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Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

(227)

Pressure Relief Euro Top iCoil® Hybrid King Mattress
$416 - $442
Wake up feeling like royalty on our king Pressure Relief Euro Top, iCoil® Hybrid mattress. A plush quilted
cover sits atop soft layers of foam...

Explore
? Help
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Support
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW
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KittySleepsAgain · 2 years ago

As the Bedroom turns

I'm so glad I found Zinus. I had purchased a metal frame, with wooden
slats for my queen mattress and box springs a week prior. Took 2 days to
put the thing together. And afterwards, regardless of how tight the bolts
were tightened (almost bent the metal, that should have been the ﬁrst
clue), the bed wobbled. There was no way we were going to be able to
sleep on the bed. I even removed the box spring, that didn't help. Trying
to sleep on it the ﬁrst night, hubby stayed out in the studio, about 4 hrs in,
the bed frame popped, mattress dropped some... and another pop.. no
moving, just laying still... the end of the saga, at 1am I did a search, came
upon Zinus website, read the reviews, but also the questions people
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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asked. That made me decide to buy the frame.
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
SHOP NOW
It arrived TODAY! Laughably, as I sat on the edge of the defunct bed, my
lab jumped up on the bed next to me and that was when the bed began
to fold upon itself..... I was never so glad for a malfunction destruction
moment. Made it the right time to toss that blasted thing out. Luckily the
other company gave me a full refund, and told me to do with the frame
what ever I wanted to do.
I might cut it up and make a piece of artwork out of it!
I haven't even slept on it yet and I'm thrilled.
Thank you Zinus, and to the people who've purchased and left their
reviews. My next purchase, the Green Tea mattress.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... coconut chips
When I'm not sleeping I'm... Reading tea leaves and painting peoples auras
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 1

No · 0

Report

blindman05 · 2 years ago

My frame is a Rock.

bought both the Twin for myself and the King for friends that I currently
live with. I am a person who is blind. So unfortunately, detail is my thing.
Now looking over the two frames, it was a piece of cake to put them
together. I didn't need to look at any manuals to ﬁgure out how they went
together.
Two suggestions though:
1. Make the horizontal connecting plates/bars double thickness. I had
picked up the frame with the King mattress on it and almost bent the
plates. Making them thicker would strengthen the whole structure
laterally, lengthwise, back to front.
2. It's nice you have the two screws with wingnuts that attach on the top
for the King mattress frames. But, it would be nice to have a set of two
plates in a sort of C conﬁguration attaching to the wingnuts going

https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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between the two sections of the bottom of the Twin frames. This again
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
SHOP NOW
would strengthen from side to side.
Overall, the only quality consideration to ad is when the welding is done,
you need to check for burrs, both close by each weld and on the bars. I
found a few here and there, that were removed easily.
Am I saying don't buy this frame conﬁguration? no, not at all. It is sturdy,
no weak wooden slats to mess with. The whole thing just words. The
other frames use smaller bars. That's why I did not buy one of them.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... Ice Cream
When I'm not sleeping I'm... researching my next bed lol, and reading God's
word

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 11

No · 0

Report

Pam1 · 3 years ago

Fantastic product!

Bought this for our guest room and I like it better than my very expensive
mattress!

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 0

No · 0

Report

AGill · 3 years ago

Excellent Product
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Please
know
that this
bed frame
only
folds in
half. Its Foam
not a deal
breaker SHOP NOW
Sleep
Clean.
Sleep
Comfier.
25% off
Copper
Memory
Toppers.
for me. I still like it a lot. Sturdy, compact and practical.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 8

No · 4

Report

Sleeping in peace · 3 years ago

Simple

Exactly what I was looking for. Simple frame with storage space
underneath. It's quiet, which is a huge bonus. One small downside was
building it. You have to bend the metal a bit and that worried me since I
feel like I was going to break it. However, it was ﬁne and setup was quick.
The mattress will slide a bit every now and then but it's not a big concern
either.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 5

No · 0

Report

4 inch SmartBase Elite · 3 years ago

Easy, peasy, lemon squeezy!

Super easy to assemble and easy to move, yet super strong. No sagging
anywhere, excellent support. I liked it so much, I bought 4 more, if that
tells you anything. One thing to remember...you will need a non-slip pad
with these.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

? Help
Helpful?

Yes · 13

No · 1

Report
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ILoveSleep · 3 years ago

Great platform

I am using this platform for my latex mattress and it has been working out
very well. It was simple to set up and easily ﬁt inside my headboard and
footboard with side rails.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 7

No · 0

Report

Deniser · 3 years ago

Awesomeness

After all the bed frames we have been thru, I wish I would have known
long ago about this one!!!! Well worth the money spent!!!!!

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 5

No · 1

Report

Toadface · 3 years ago

I love my Zinus AND that it works with my bed

I have a great mattress and used to have it on a wood slat platform. Then
I bought new bedroom furniture and moved it over to the new frame.
Problem, new frame holds mattress at 5 inches below surface, mattress is
HEAVY and 16 inches thick. Had to buy something because my hands
were getting killed trying to tuck in sheets. Enter Zinus. I took out the slats
of the bedframe and set the Zinus up inside - perfect ﬁt, easy to do the
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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sheets but the best part - SLEEP QUALITY!!! Had no idea how
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
SHOP NOW
uncomfortable I was til I slept on my Zinus the ﬁrst night. Firm, like being
cradled in your mattress. LOVE LOVE LOVE this. And I might mention, I
sleep with 2 85 pound Labs and now I don't even notice them moving
around at night. This is a must have!!!

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 15

No · 0

Report

tmrobocop · 3 years ago

Sturdy Platform

This sturdy Platform works well for me because now I can place plastic
storage containers under my bed.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 4

No · 0

Report

MTSleeper · 3 years ago

I love my Zinus

I have three Zinus bed frames one for every bed in the house I wouldn't
use anything else

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 3

No · 0

Report
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Wille · 3 years ago

Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
Love my elite zinus

SHOP NOW

Great product for the money, easy to asse
mble. Strong, no noise, great place to get a little more storage space,
quick delivery,
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 3

No · 0

Report

Sleepy Head 37 · 3 years ago

Best bed frame ever!!

I was skeptical at best in thinking this thing was going to make my new
king bed silent while giving it the support we needed. It is literally like the
mattress is bolted to solid wood. My only complaint is that they didn't
charge me enough.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 3

No · 2

Report

Ash_ · 3 years ago

worth the money!

Shipped quickly, super easily to assemble...noiseless frame!!!!
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.
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No · 0
Report
Helpful? Yes · 1
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

★★★★★

SHOP NOW

lgallant3 · 3 years ago

Great Product!

We love our SmartBase Elite Platform Bed/Mattress foundation!
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 0

No · 2

Report

Miked · 3 years ago

Great Product

Very easy to set up. Very satisﬁed with my purchase.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 0

Report

Sleep King · 3 years ago

Blissful sleep

This was one of the best investment that I have made. I am sleeping
better

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 3

No · 0

Report
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Aboy · 3 years ago

Great Platform Foundation

All I can say is I'm super happy with my purchase. Great way to eliminate
the box springs and add under bed storage

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 3

No · 0

Report

Foundation · 3 years ago

Zinues 14 in Smartbase Elite

I am a 63 year old woman and had no trouble assembling this foundation
myself. I was able to get the shipped box to my downstairs myself, it
would have required some assistance had it needed to go upstairs. (Just
FYI.) I've purchased 3 of these now since I moved into a home where
queen size standard box springs could not be maneuvered around the
corners. I am happy to know that should I need to move again, this will
not be an issue.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 6

No · 0

Report

Carrie · 3 years ago

Best purchase ever

I am very pleased with my purchase. Very durable & easy to set up! I just
love it. Great value, quick shipping as well. It's deﬁnitely improved my
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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quality of sleep and didn't break the break. I deﬁnitely would recommend
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
SHOP NOW
this product and deﬁnitely will :-)
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 0

Report

Ivbill · 3 years ago

Very Pleased

Very sturdy foundation! Super quite! Had it up in minutes!

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 1

Report

MrSandman · 3 years ago

So far, so good...

Initially, I bought the purple platform base, but it squeaked and rocked too
much. Afterwords, I bought this Zinus model and it has met my
expectations so far (I've had it between 1-2 weeks). No squeaks, no
rocking, and 14" is the perfect height (I'm 5-8 and my wife is 5-2).
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 6

No · 0

Report

hello 2u · 3 years ago

? Help

surprised by the quality and ease of delivery
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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The 13 inch Mattress with foam and springs is nice and ﬁrm , great quality
and great night's sleep. I got the metal bed frame with metal headboard
looks great,very stable.
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 3

No · 0

Report

The Captain · 3 years ago

Does exactly what it says!

Never having hadinner such a product from my bed I was a little skeptical.
As soon as I unboxed the base I was assured it would be solid and quiet
without squeaks. It was obviously well made and couldn't have been
simpler to set up.
I have one very minor gripe. I bought a king so it's essentially two twins
you bolt together. The hinges rub together when you bolt the two frames
together and I feared it would eventually become a point of squeezing. I
eliminated the rubbing by putting a few washers between the two when
bolting them together. Viola... problem ﬁxed. Thanks for making a great
product. Just add a pack of washers to the king set. ;-)
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 8

No · 0

Report

Yeli · 3 years ago

It's as sturdy as you hope it will be.

Set up quickly and easily. This framce is super sturdy. I did place traction
tape on a few of the rails to stop my mattress sliding around (which was
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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my mattress covers fault). Outstanding product.
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 0

Report

Moana · 3 years ago

Great Bed Frame

I ﬁnally gave up the platform bed that I had for many years. I liked that it
had drawers underneath. However, it was diﬃcult to reach all the way into
them, and the bed was very heavy to move. I chose the 14" Zinus Elite
Foundation Bed Frame because it was so highly rated on many websites.
And Zinus customer service promptly answered my questions through
their online chatting. I ordered it directly through the company, and it was
shipped the next day. Because the frame folds, the delivery box was a
manageable size, even for me, a petite woman. It was simple to set up.
No tools needed. I love the bed. It is strong and sturdy for my latex
mattress, and I have twice as much storage space underneath, than I had
before. I highly recommend it.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 5

No · 0

Report

Beauty sleep happy · 3 years ago

Love my frame!

LOVE my new frame! Very solid and my foam mattress is much more
ﬁrmer they way it's suppose to be.
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
No · 0
Report
Helpful? Yes · 2

★★★★★

SHOP NOW

alarsen · 3 years ago

So easy to build

Very sturdy and easy to build! Great product, would recommend
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 0

Report

UtahThunder · 3 years ago

Great elite smartbase

I was skeptical about a metal frame, but this rocks. Set the King elite
frame up by myself in maybe 30 minutes. There's over 600 lbs on it. No
squeeks. Really sturdy.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 4

No · 0

Report

VThomas · 3 years ago

Uber Lightweight, Durable & for gypsy/military

So, I relocate frequently due to work so that takes a hit on bank and my
furniture. As a minimalist and avid smart shopper, I wanted to ﬁnd a bed
that would be easy for me to transport, breakdown and install quickly and
aﬀordable. I am very happy with my purchase. I have a
bohemian/industrial style so I will post photos of how the completed
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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project looks. My ONLY disappointment Zinus is that my order was not
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
SHOP NOW
packed together; I missing my Queen Memory Foam 0.75 Inch Thick
Machine Washable Mattress Pad. Hopefully, I can ﬁnd out about the
status of this or get my money back. Overall yes, I would recommend to
family and friends. Sturdy, easy to transport and reasonably priced. Thank
you!

Helpful?

Yes · 5

No · 0

Report
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(227)

Pressure Relief Euro Top iCoil® Hybrid Queen Mattress
$329 - $375
Experience the comfort of a luxurious night’s rest with our queen Pressure Relief Euro Top, iCoil® Hybrid
mattress. A quilted cover atop soft-as-croissant foam and...
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5-Year Warranty
We've got your back. That's why every Zinus bed, base
and mattress topper is covered by a 5-year limited
warranty.
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Hermitage · 3 years ago

Smartbase Elite Queen

Smartbase Elite Queen was a great purchase. Storage ability and
construction quality are great. Ours sits in the corner of a spare room so
we put 1/2" foam pipe insulation on the 2 sides that touch the wall.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 5

No · 0

Report

Loon · 3 years ago
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Great Product
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This base was really easy to assemble and it very sturdy and perfect for
my new memory foam mattress.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 3

No · 0

Report

SleepNsoundly · 3 years ago

Great Frame at a Great Price

It's holding up great. It doesn't squeak or make any noise, which is
incredible. It is very solid, and was extremely easy to put up. No
complaints!

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 0

Report

JJSleepMeister · 4 years ago

It's really amazing and simple! I love simple!!

I did not realize how much our older bed frame and box springs were
sagging in the middle until we go the Elite Platform Foundation. Now it
feels like we have more bed to sleep on since it's ﬂat! Better yet, there
are no noises when we roll over or sit on the bed. This thing is solid and
quiet. We also did not realize how much room was taken up by our bed's
head board and foot board. We don't have a large bedroom so the extra
room (about 12") is really nice. Furthermore, the legs on the platform are
not right at the edge of the frame. They are set in a few inches so we
can't accidentally kick them as we walk to or along side the bed. Great
Product at a Great Price. Thanks, Zinus...Really...Thanks.

https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 3

No · 0

SHOP NOW

Report

Dorie · 4 years ago

Easy Set Up

This was so easy to set up that my 16 year old daughter did it while I was
out. It ﬁt her new bed perfectly and has the added bonus of extra storage
underneath. It is a great alternative to a box spring.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 3

No · 0

Report

msminer2u · 4 years ago

Great Purchase!

I was extremely happy and satisﬁed with my purchase. Durable, high
quality bed frame. Fast shipping! Can't beat the price!!

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 1

No · 0

Report

Familymom · 4 years ago

Very sturdy piece of metal

I bought this because my memory foam mattress was not doing its job
anymore. I had the mattress on top of my old box spring. The mattress
was sinking in some areas. Now I can feel a very ﬁrm sturdy base under

https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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me that doesn't creak every time we move. Easy to put together and
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
SHOP NOW
worth every penny. I got a better price on the Zinus website than A.....n!

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 4

No · 0

Report

slip slideing away · 2 months ago

mattress slide oﬀ bed frame

how does everyone keep the mattress from slipping on the frame? I can't
even make my bed in the morning without the mattress sliding oﬀ.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... none
When I'm not sleeping I'm... working
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 0

No · 0

Report

Jeﬀ Canada · a year ago

You have to make California King for this model

You guys must make California King for Steel Elite 14" SmartBase Frame
because usually who is heavy is also tall. I recommended this model to
my friend who is almost 7ft but he couldn't buy it. I think if you make
California King for this model, more people will ﬁnd Zinus.
What is your primary sleep position? Flat on my back
Preferred bedtime snack... no
When I'm not sleeping I'm... playing sports
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Helpful?
Sleep Clean.
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★★★★★

SHOP NOW

luketrio · 3 years ago

Needs a lip

Overall, happy with frame. Lightweight, but sturdy. We have a combined
weight of 350 lbs, and it's ﬁne. It's not completely noise-free, but pretty
close. Also, mattress slides around when making the bed. Wish the frame
had a lip around the edge to hold in the mattress. Not a deal-breaker,
though, and I guess it accommodates more mattress brands this way.
✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 0

No · 0

Report

PJLM · 3 years ago

Does the Job

Have used the bedframe now for a couple of weeks. No complaints and
no issues. I am sleeping better than ever. Highly recommend.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 1

No · 0

Report

Love my sleep · 3 years ago

pleased

Shipment arrival a bit longer than necessary. Easy to assemble, So far is
solid and sturdy. As with any product we will see over time. Thank you for
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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a well made product.
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
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✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 0

Report

smartresearcher · 3 years ago

Almost what I want

I purchased a queen frame a month ago for my second bed room and it
was perfect. very easy to assemble and most importantly, it is sturdy and
does exactly what I wanted. That prompted me to try the King one to
replace my frame with wooden slats and it is deﬁnitely better when it
comes to being sturdy. It comes with two twin frames with connecting
bolts to keep them together. I feel much better than my other options
used earlier and feel like my bed is mounted on ﬂoor. I am slightly
skeptical if the bed sags between in the large space and want to update
review after an year or so. Great choice. not to forget the price, it is much
much worthy try.

Helpful?

★★★★★

Yes · 5

No · 4

Report

Guest room · 4 years ago

Perfect!

Ordered this foundation for a guest room. Loved the price and free
shipping for starters. When it arrived it navigated my low ceilings &
staircase perfectly. Unfolded and put together in a few short minutes.
Height is just right. Sturdy was what I wanted and am very happy with my
choice. Haven't slept on since it's in the guest room, but I'm sure it will
work out great. Solved all my problems at a great price.
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
Helpful?

★★
★★★★★

Yes · 2

No · 1

SHOP NOW

Report

TC Mac · 11 months ago

Restlessness

Mattress does not really hold up to the hype. It does not adjust with my
movements and seems to not completely return to its original form after a
night of sleep.
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
Preferred bedtime snack... nothing
When I'm not sleeping I'm... working
✘ No, I do not recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 0

No · 0

Report

Response from Zinus:
Zinus · 11 months ago

Thank you for your review and we are sorry to learn that you are
experiencing issues with your purchase. We have a 100-night
guarantee and a 5-year limited warranty, and we would love to discuss
this matter with you further. Please contact our Customer Support Team
so we can look into your order.
We can be reached by submitting a ticket at support.zinus.com or by
calling (800) 613-1225.

★★
★★★★★

Zinu Customer · a year ago
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Not as expected
Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

I thought this would be very durable but within few days of use it started
making sound even with little turn and twist. Sorry but I am Not happy :(
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
✘ No, I do not recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 0

No · 0

Report

Response from Zinus:
Zinus · a year ago

We are sorry to hear you had an issue with your frame. This item
comes with a ﬁve-year warranty that covers any squeaking issues.
We'd like to work with you to ensure your satisfaction with your order.
Please contact us so that we can assist you. We would like to look into
your order.
Please contact us by submitting a ticket at support.zinus.com or call us
at (800) 613-1225

★★
★★★★★

Candiceragsdale · 2 years ago

Very loud

I have a memory foam mattress on top and it “pops” every time my
husband or I get on the bed and I’m waking up all throughout the night
due to it being so loud. We are not overweight at all so I’m not sure what
the issue is. It’s too loud to get any sleep :(
What is your primary sleep position? One side or the other
✘ No, I do not recommend this product.
https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
Helpful?

★
★★★★★

Yes · 0

No · 1

SHOP NOW

Report

Nick Smith · 3 years ago

Terrible--multiple issues

- The packaging is terrible, the platform arrived damaged.
- One direction of slats runs underneath the top ones. This means that
this platform does *not* provide a supporting grid for the mattress as it
appears in the product image. Rather, the mattress must span an area of
approximately 5.5x37 inches without support (for a Twin-XL or King size).
This is not adequate for most mattresses that I have read the
speciﬁcations/recommendations for.
- The mattress will likely slide all around on the platform. You can buy a
little anti-slip pad for $18 or whatever exorbitant price.
✘ No, I do not recommend this product.

Helpful?

Yes · 6

No · 2

Report
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Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

(227)

Pressure Relief Euro Top iCoil® Hybrid Queen Mattress
$329 - $375
Experience the comfort of a luxurious night’s rest with our queen Pressure Relief Euro Top, iCoil® Hybrid
mattress. A quilted cover atop soft-as-croissant foam and...

https://www.zinus.com/products/demetric-steel-elite-14-smartbase-frame?variant=46822100040
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Sleep Clean. Sleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.

SHOP NOW

(227)

Pressure Relief Euro Top iCoil® Hybrid King Mattress
$416 - $442
Wake up feeling like royalty on our king Pressure Relief Euro Top, iCoil® Hybrid mattress. A plush quilted
cover sits atop soft layers of foam...
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About
UsSleep Comfier. 25% off Copper Memory Foam Toppers.
Sleep Clean.

SHOP NOW
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